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ABSTRACT
The transistorized controller has been design and used in this
experimental servo system instead of an ordinary vacuum tube amplifier
and contactor relay. The series motor was used in the investigation.
It is the purpose of this paper to show by experimental means that
the nonlinearity of the series motor in fact provides the necessary
characteristic to permit transistorized relay servo optimization by the
use of switching criteria base simply on lead network and error rate
feedback control.
The effects on system response of different filters^ different
error rate feedback and various motor supply voltages were investi-
gated. Dead beat response to any size step displacement input was
found possible in properly adjusted the filter elements or control
amount of negative error rate and error feedback for compensation as
switching criteria.
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The transistorized relay servomechanism is & new somatic
control systems. Due to its light weight, smallj, compact construction
short relay time lag, and small dead zone
s
it will probably occupy a
very important place in the future of industrial applications.
Most relay servomechanisms have a serious problem of contact arcing
and time lagging. The use of silicon controlled rectifiers as ordinary
relay can reduce these problems completely. Since there are no contact-
ors on silicon controlled rectifier switches the arcing problem is auto-
matically eliminated. The rectifier switch has only a few micro-seconds
of turn on and turn off times so the switching lagging time may be negli-
gible for general application. In addition to the above two principal
advantages, the small dead zone and low forward gate voltage drop makes
the silicon controlled rectifier relays approach ideal relay character-
istics. Another advantage of the transistorized relay controller is
that the transistorized D. C. amplifier has compact construction and
eliminates damage due to vibration and shock. It " s weight and dimension
is about one twentieth of conventional vacuum tube D, C amplifiers.
On the other hand, there are some disadvantages to transistorized servo-
mechanisms. The transistor parameters vary either linearly or exponent-
ially with absolute temperature. Thermal drifts can be compensated to
some extent by inserting other temperature- sensitive elements in the
circuit, but this calls for careful adjustment, andj, if the compensat-
ing element has a thermal time constant different from that of the tran-
sistor, drifts will still occur while the ambient temperature is chang-
ing. So this characteristic makes it more difficult to design a

transistor D. C„ amplifier than ordinary Do C. amplifier. In
experimental system, the matching transistor pairs were used for D, C.
amplifier. The> present a good characteristic for compensating bias
changes which reduces the drift problem to a minimum, The experinu
system which I chose was position servomechanism with error and error
rate feedback controls, using one series motor. With the purpose of
achieving optimum response
s
different lead networks were used. The
different electrical sources have been applied to this system in order
to compare their responses.

2. Experimental System and Transistorized Circuit :
The experimental system is position control sej ism with
transistorized design amplifier and relay instead of ordinary vacuum
tube amplifiers and a double throw polarized type relay,, The block
diagrams of the Experimental System are shown in Fig. i c The transistors
for the amplifier were 2N35, 2N34 matching transistor pairs and 2N229 for
output stage. The "relay" block contains two C36A silicon controlled recti-
fiers. Their electrical circuit is shown in Fig. 3. The Oster series
reversible motor was used in the investigation. It is type A-21E-12R;,
rated at 28 Volts d.c. and 0.4 amps. A reduction gear ratio of 236il
was used between the motor and the output shaft. The load is ordinary
three inches flywheel mounted on output shaft.
The source to operate silicon controlled rectifier and transistor-
ized amplifier was 42 Volts d.c.,,, from battery. The main power supply to
motor was 400 cps and 60 cps 120 volts a.c. The variac and transformer
was adjusted to get the testing applied voltages • 60
s 70* 80 s 90 Volts
RMS on 400 cps and 40, 50, 60, Volts RMS on 60 cps.
In Fig. 1(a) the block diagram shows the system used error and tach-
ometer feed back control. The positive tachometer feedback has also been
used with the purpose of making more oscillation in the transient re-
sponse and then lead network was applied to compensate it. Fig. 1(b)
shows the block diagram of positive error rate feedback circuit „ General-
ly speaking, this type of system should never be built in this peculiar
way, but for research purposes this type of connection was made in the
experimental system. Fig. 1(c) shows the system relation when the fre-





















the transistorized relay are shown in Fig 3 a
As described in the preceding introducti g amp!
built with three transistors^ the matching pair transistors tow the
first and second state, the 2N 229 for the third stage of the amplifier
„
The gain of the amplifier can be adjusted by adjusting the bias resis-
tance of the first stage or over-all feedback path resistance. The
connection diagram of the amplifier is shown in Fig. 3. There are
different methods of connection which enables the transistorized relay
to work in this system. The best method is shown in Fig. 4(a). It has
higher gate current to turn on the silicon controlled rectifiers 9 as
compared to the second method of connection which is shown in Fig. 4(b).
In Fig. 4(b), the gate current must pass through two field coils
s
there-
fore, the resistance of two field coils reduces the gate current consider-
ably. In Fig. 4(c), the third possible method is showing but power is
wasted to produce heat in two field windings when no signal 9 gate vol-
tage and gate current can come into the relay circuit. In other words 9
the system wastes power when the system is in a steady state. The solid
line and dot line arrows show the direction of gate current flowed in
different cases. Only one silicon controlled rectifier conducted power
to the motor each time. When the system is in a steady state,, both
rectifiers are turned off. These three methods of connection have all
been tested. All data presented in this thesis were obtained from the
best method of connection Fig. 4(a).
The general characteristics of silicon controlled rectifier C36A
are listed on table 1.
In addition to the above 3 methods of using silicon controlled recti-
fier as a relay, there is yet another method which can b<e designed by
7
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Fig, 4, TRANSISTORIZED RELAY CIRCUITS.

TABLE I
The General Characteristics of Silicon Controlled Rectifier C36A
Continuous Peak Inverse Voltage
Transient Peak Inverse Voltage
(Non recurrent 5 millisec)
RMS Voltage, Sinusoidal
Average Forward Current (If)
Peak Gate Current
Peak G te Voltage
Minimum Forward Breakover Voltage
Maximum Reverse or Forward Leakage Current
Maximum Gate Current to Fire
Maximum Gate Voltage to Fire
Turn- on time
Turn-off time













8 ma -1 2 Volts.

combining the so called "Bang-Bang" circuit and dead zone circuit co
form a relay characteristic. The reason for this, adding the dead z«
circuit to the "Bang-Bang" circuit, is to eliminate the system hunting
motion or limit cycle. The advantage of this method is that the dead
zone can be adjusted to required value. However
s
since it required more
amplifiers to operate this combined circuit, this method was not used in
this experimental system. The circuit is shown in Fig. 5„ The systems
techometer is Type FD-36 made by Electric Indicator Co. Inc. It's cali-
bration is shown in Fig. 6. The comparison of transistorized relay and
contactor type relay is shown in Fig. 7. The Silicon control rectifier
only takes 1.2 volts, gate to cathode voltage, and 8 ma to turn on. How-
ever, the contactor type relay, Sigma Model 6FX4C 5000 GD-SIL S takes about
6.1 volts and -6.0 volts to pull in, and 1.2 volts and -1.4 volts to drop











































Since the experimental system is well ive
tachometer feedback will get optimum response r to
study the effect of filters on poor damped system response
s
the positive
tachometer feedback and different filters are used in the experimental
system. Another reason to test filter effect in optimum response con-
trol is that the tachometer feedback is not always available in industrial
control systems. In addition., the filters are easily constructed, and
at low cost. Generally speaking, the ideal relay's switch line is a
straight line which divides the phase-plane into two regions, one for
positive torque and one for negative torque. The slope of this divided
line with ninety degrees in slope passes through the origirio But the
slope of the switch line is changed due to the different damping effects.
Derivative signal effect, for example, rotates the switch line in counter-
clockwise direction to certain angle. In the testing system the negative
error rate feedback control had the same effect
s
and made the system more
stable. However, the positive error rate feedback had just the opposite
effect, and turned the switch line in clockwise direction and made system
more unstable. In the testing system, the limit cycle of finite amplitude
is present when the amount of positive error feedback is over the system
allowable value.
The filters have about the same effect as derivative signals. The
popular filter used in relay servomechanisms is the lead networkfilter.
It is shown in the Fig. 1 block diagram, and its physical construction is
shown in Fig. 8. Using the mathematical approach, the transfer function




G{&= s + a
3-\-b
Where gain of the filter
iL. / / t s/a \ l, j













The transient currents flowed in the
different branches of the netxvork are
assumed as arrow direction.
&.=7<~»— f^t~ + R*U in loop abcda
€in = /U f/?Wi in loop ade
1$ + /, + /; at node d„

























So we get the final result:
Since the silicon controlled rectifier has very short time delay up to
1.5 microsec, its transfer function can be assumed, no time delay and
only high power gain. The transfer function of the whole transistor-
ized controller enclosed filter relay and amplifier, is as
G =s k / "*~ $T<\
r> —lirSTu
Where K is the total gain of controller.
Expanding denominator in a power series:
h
Investigating the above power series, if 7^ is very snail, the power
series can be reduced in a short form without introducing large error.
That is
/4 5 71 ' — l-3Tk
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So G can be rewritten as
c
G _ X(l + S"7i)(l-STb )
c
— Kilt 3Tfl - STh -f s2t; Tb )
If Ta is a small number less than one, we can neglect the fourth term,
S TaTy » without introducing large error in shifting the divided line.
So final approximate result is:
or Q(i) = KE(t)-rk(Ta ~rh )E(t)
Where signal Q (t) actually operates the transistorized relay and
causes it to supply full power to motor and to load,, The power supply to
motor reverses when Q(t) goes through zero.








So the shifting angle between divide line and E axis is
<t> -=tan ~'\%-Th
When Ta>TL > fche divided line will rotate to counterclockwise
direction. The negative slope of this divided line will make system
more stable. On the other hand, when
~fa < ~fy > the switch line will rotate
to clockwise direction, make system unstable.
As shown in the previous expression, the time constant of filters
7^ and 7^ are dependent upon the adjustable resistance of R. , R_,
and capacitance C„. After properly adjusting these filter elements, the
17

system can get very nice optimum response
„
The experiment results agree with the above mathematical analysis.
The same kind of filters but with different elements of resistance and
capacitance have been used in the experimental system. The results are
shown in Fig. 35 to Fig. 61. More detailed discussions will be presented
later.
According to the approximate calculation, the different switch line
rotating angles are listed on the following table.
TABLE II,
The effect of lead network on relay switch line
Filter
No. V R3K C 2 uf Ta Tb
t b
i 500 100 1 0.5 0.0833 0.4167 22°37'
2 500 100 2 1.0 0.1667 0.8330 39°48°
3 500 50 2 1.0 0.0909 0.9091 42°17°
4 500 25 2 1.0 0.0476 0.9524 43°36"
5 200 100 1 0.2 0.0667 0.0133 7°36 s
6 95 10 1 0.095 0.00905 0.08595 4°55'
7 45 10 1 0.045 0.00818 0.03682 2° 6"
18

4. Transient and Frequency Response of Natural System with Position
Error Feedback Control for Step Input,
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 shows the transient response of the experimental
system with position error feedback control only,, It 8 s block diagram
is shown previously in Fig. 1(a). The natural system is well damped 9 so
the output 6c does not take more than two osciallations. Its peak over-
shoot is about twenty percent of step input. The settling times depend-
ing upon different input vary from 5.5 seconds for 12.5° to 12 seconds for
62.5 degree displacement input.
The maximum response speed of motor or the peak error rate vary depend-
ing upon the step input. It is 7.9 deg./sec. for 12.5° input and 18 deg,/
sec. for 62.5° input.
The phase plane trajectories of the natural system with large step input
is shown in Fig. 11. The divided line is very close to a straight line
which passes through the origin. It almost coincides with Y axis with
no dead zone. This means that the silicon controlled rectifier has a
better characteristic than the general contactor type relay with some
dead zone and different pull-in and drop-out voltage requirements. There
is also negligible time delay.
Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 shows the natural system transient response for
small step-displacement input. It is still kept under twenty percent over-
shoot, but settling time is shorter than large step-displacement input.
Their phase plane trajectories are shown in Fig„ 14. it is shown flat
top on 0.25 volts step-displacement input in phase plane. This perhaps
shows the dead zone of the silicon controlled rectifier. It can be de-
creased if system amplifier gain can be increased.
19

The frequency response curve of natural system with 4 volts and 8 volts
peak-to-peak sinusoidal input are shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16.
Comparing the two magnitude vs. frequency curves in Fig. 15 2 we get
the expected results, namely the transient and frequency response agree-
ment. Since the large step-displacement input has a longer average period
of oscillation than the small step-displacement input, the frequency of
transient response is lower by definition of their relationship. In linear
servomechani stns the higher resonance frequency occurs when it is the higher
transient oscillating frequency. It is also true when it is applied to
nonlinear servomechanisms like this experimental system. The 8 volts
step-displacement input has a longer period of oscillation than the 4
volts step input, therefore its resonance frequency is 0.04 CPS lower
than 4 volts step input resonance frequency 0.053 CPS.
Fig. 16 shows the phase relation of input and output for 8 volts and 4
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5«> Transient and Frequency Response of tion
Error and Negative Error Rate Feedbac
negative error rate feedback has good lity 8
since this feedback shifts the switch line in
and makes the experimental system more stable. Main ive
error rate feedback coefficient h have been tested in the experimental
system. The three typical results are shown in Fig. 1? to Fig, 28. By
properly adjusting to get the critical value of h 9 it not only makes the
system more stable but also creates the fastest response,. The first typi-
cal results are shown in Fig„ 17 and Fig* 18 for transient response- Their
phase-plane trajectories are plotted in Fig, 19. These results have less
overshoot and shorter settling time compared, to the natural system with
position error feedback control. However^ this typical resale with h
equal 0.01667 is still not ideal nor the fastest response since it does
not shift the switch line angle enough to eliminate the system overshoot.
The shifted angle is about seven degree
.
The second typical results of transient response are shown in Fig. 20
and Fig. 21. They took the longest time in response as compared to the
other two typical results. The large error rate feedback shifts the
switch line 38 degrees over the optimum response position so that the
chattering phenomenon makes the system very slow in response. Especially
for small step input s^ the chattering phenomenon is obvious in the region
around origin. Their phase-plane plots are shown in Fig. 22. Their nega-
tive error rate feedback coefficient h is 0.811.
The third typical results of the error and negative error rate feedback
control are shown in Fig. 23 and Fig. 24. This set of transient response
curves has the shortest settling times as compared to the other two results,
29

There is no oversho n,
reaches the ideal or opt imam response, meat
input, 8 volts
s
the settling time in this type
seconds. It is 4 seconds shorter than the natui error feed-
back. The error rate feedback coefficient h is 0.181c The switch line is
shifting about 17 degrees. The phase-plan® trajectories of these typical
results are shown in Fig. 25.
The frequency responses of these three different h feedback controls
are shown in Fig. 26. The solid line represents the Hinder- damped case.
It has the highest resonance peak between the three curves. The broken
line shows the critically damped condition. It has resorbable resonance
peak and fastest response. The broken and dotted line shows the overdamped
case. It has no overshoot in transient and . ncy response^ and is
slowest in response.

Fig. 17 TRANSIENT FESTONSE 01= SYSTEM IN/7H POSITtON ERROR
AA/D
-00/667 ERROR RAW FEEDBACK (I)
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6. Transient and Frequency Response of Natural System with Positive
Error and Positive Error Rate Feedback Control-
As the natural system is a well-damped system, it does not take many
oscillations before it reaches a steady state However, for research pur-
poses, we hope the experimental system is in a poor damped condition so
that we may apply different kinds of compensation to make the system criti-
cally damped. From this point of view
?
the maximum allowable positive
error rate feedback loop was addedc The transient response of this system
became more oscillatory. Fig. 27 and Fig. 28 shows the system transient
response for large step- input. The transient responses for small step-
displacement input are shown in Fig* 30 and Fig. 31. As we adjust the
system, it becomes more unstable and oscillates more due to the positive
error rate feedback. The overshoot is over twenty percent. Fig. 29 and
Fig, 32 shows their phase plane trajectories* The switch line has been
rotated about 5 degrees in clockwise direction, The limit circles will
occur when positive error rate feedback coefficient is larger than 0.0102,
The frequency responses of positive error rate feedback system are shown
in Fig. 33 and Fig. 34. It has higher overshoot than the natural system
with error feedback at their resonance frequencies. The phase angle shifts
faster than the natural system with increased frequency.
41
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7. Transient and F
Network; F
There art two mo£ &r
servomechanisms. These are negati"w n t-
work compensation. However the tad ible in the
simple automatic control systems; ck compensating
has become more important . In addition thi are easy
to design and easy to adjust to meet diff i.ements.
Section 3 S "Filter Design"states that seven , rs have
been used for compensating purposes,, Theii position of switch
lines are listed in table 2.
These are the experimental result
Figo 35 and Fig. 36 shew tl system when
it uses No. 1 filter for compensation,, phase-plane
trajectories. This is the best response w Lven system.
The no. 1 filter helps the system to obtain ©f &, There is
no overshoot, and fast response. The switch lane si < 24 degrees.
This experimental result is in close ag t with V: atioro result
22.5°. Fig. 38 and Fig. 39 show the • when it
uses No. 2 filter for compensation!. Ti • i'he settling
time is longer compared to No. 1 filter. Fig. aeir phase-plane
trajectories. The comparison in frequency responses of No. 1 and No. 2
filters are shown in Fig. 41 and Fig. 42. No„ 2 filter has higher over-
shoot at system resonant frequency than the No. 1 filter, , 1 filter
has larger leading angle than No. 2 filter. This : set of
typical results from use of filters for compensation.
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system with No. 3 filter transient ces
reach the final ste
Figures 46 and h 45
and 48 show the phase-pla -• ih® switch-
ing times are too t ,3 and $©, 4 f
1
as a long
tail due co cha a frequency
responses of these two filt . 49 aad Fig.
50 o The system with No. 3 I fre-
quency. These results agree with thei'i trds. The
one with the higher ovex tran-
sient response.
Filter No„ 5 S filter No. 6 and £j -n compen-
sating tests to get third typic :• tilts
„
LI have
later switch times „ In other word .-witch
line large enough to reach optimum response > the
system has transient overshoot response
„
depends
upon the first switching time. 1 se three
filters are shown in Fig. 51 and 52 s Fig. .nd 60 s res-
pectively Their phase plane trajecl Fig, 58
and Fig„ 61. With No 5 filter compe responses
are shown in Figures 54 and
The above three typical agreement
with Dr„ Kan Chen°s exp«
Industry, , 1959„ pp 337-340.

ON CLEVELAND, OHIO ^INTED IN U.S.A. fQ /s
Fig, 45 TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF SYSTEM WITH FILTER 3,




; DI^ION OF CLEVITE CORPORATION /i^LEVElAND, OHIO /£" PRINTED IN V.%*{J J?6~
(J0AR1 NO. RA-29/iSb BR^BH I IVS^^UIMENTS
Fig. 44. TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF SYSTEM WITH FILTEH 3,





N OF CLEVI^CORPORATION ^" CLEVELAND, OH^jJ PRINTED IN/j£5.A
(5* CHART NO/#A.292I-30 ASilXJSH £OSTRUM^a3TH division o
Fig. 4-6. TRANSIENT RESPONSE -OF SYSTEM WITH FILTER 4,
POSITION ERROR
t AM> POSITIVE ERROR KATE FEEDBACK CD.
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CHART NO<jrA-292 1-30 /0RUSH l/lffBTRUWU&JlVTS division of clevite corporation
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iTRUMENTS Division of clev/0corpo«ation /$" Cleveland, oy£& printed tygfcS"*.
Fi9> S/ TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF SYSTEM WITH ElITER S
t
pOSh
TtOtf ERROR A/0 POSITIVE ERROR RATE FEEDBACK CI),
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;uveiand, /J^io printep5TT-i u.s.a. " tO /5° £0 JUS
fig. S£t TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF SYSTEM WITH FILTER <T, pOSI
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\RT NO. flA-?92i-30 gRUSH l/BSTIlUMjgNTS qtf#ON or clgvitejS^ORATION Cl.EVflAND
ON 0EVEIAND, OHIO g~ PRINTED IN U.S/>0 AT <£*<* #6"
Fig. $6. TRANSIENT KESpON^E OF SYSTEM WITH FILTER 6, -pOSlTION
UHROR AM H>s/r/m moK KATE FEEVBACK (/).
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CHA0- NO. RA-2921-305" BHTJS/ifl[ INSTlVyMENTS/g division of ^TTte corporation
DIVISI^ Of CLEVITE CORPORATION CU/0AND, OHIO /^INTEO IN U.S.A.J?^
-£^
/="/>. 6T. TRANSIEHT RESPONSE OF SYSTEM WITH FILTER 6
1 POSITION





RATION Q CLEVELAND. OHI^J" -PRINTED IN/10S A. /S*
Fi'd. &9. TRANSIENT RESPOSE OF SYSTEM WITH FILTER 7, POS/TIOIl
BKROR AND 'POSITIVE ERROR RATE FEEDBACK (/).
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5 CORPORAgpN CLEVELAdjff, OHIO PR/0ED IN U.S.A. /*? £0 *£-
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8 o Compa i j
1. The Sys
system trans
to motor supply voltage. Sines the stairtJ - Is
proportion to square of supply voltage,, therefor® £h« g a ser-
ies motor has more sansi' I isponse £<c appl •-
~
Fig, 62 and Fig, 63 shf-w the tra - . : : system
with various motor supply voltage?, in 400 ws the
comparison of these transient responses, I 90
volts motor supply voltage has fastest respon hoot. On
the contrary^ the transient curve with 60 Ltage has
slowest response and lowest ovei ! step disp] sts (62,5
degrees) are same for all these test
Fig, 65 shows the transient resp« 'Stem with various
motor supply voltages in 60 cps A, C The, when system
reach stead state. There are two possible phenomenon;
First reason, the 60 cps A„C is not smooth en te such kind of
system because the system only operates Second reason,
the commutators and brushes in D, Co series i . trouble.
So the data beside Fig, 65 are all taken bw using ^00 cps A 6 C,
for motor supply.

MOTOR SUPPLY VOLTAGE, go Vo//s A-C. 400 cps.
MOTOR SUPPLY VOLTAGE: 80 VOtts AC. «?MCps.
Fig. 62, TRANSIENT RESPONSE OFSYSTEM WITH POSITION ERROR FEED-
BACK AW VARIOUS MOTOR SUPPLY VOLTAGE </)
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MOTOR SUPPLY VOLTAGE • 70 Volts AC 4docps.
[ENTS ' DIVISION o£ C^VITE CORPOPAII'jr/O CLEVELAND. /fiflO P R I N
T
&Ql U . 5 A .
^^Q0f^(Ji
MOTOR SUPPLY VOLTAGE t 60 Volts Ac. ^oacps.
JMENTS Q / division of afiEvirt cORPORAtfor/0 clevii and./JPio printe^^ u.s.a. Seconds
Fig. 63. TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF -SYSTEM WITH POSITION ERROR





MOTOR SUPPLY VOLTAGE « 60 Volts Ac
€o cps
CHART NO 0»A-2<?2l-30 • fflUIfiH \t9 H'l' It UM ft$\JTS H^in o^ ^eofrtOgpoRATiON
11
CLEVI
"00 Kdfc/rf.C COCfS So Volte 60 cp2
P3.6S: TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF SYSTEM WITH POSIT/ON ERROR
FEEDbACK AND VARIOUS MOTOR SUPPLY VOLTAfE.
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2„ Comparison of System Respotj- • Error
Rate Feedbacks
In section 5 had shown the system opi aa be
accomplished by using properly negative error £ atlasa. Fig.,
66 shows the comparison of transient response i £ compensa-
tions. The solid line shows the natural system with error feedback. It
has highest overshoot and long settling time<> When wiling ~0. 01667 error
rate feedback the percentage overshoot is decreased to 12%„ If negative
error rate feedback coefficient h over the critical value -0.161, the
system will operate as overdamped condition. It takes longest time to
reach steady state. The optimized response occurs when feedback coeficient
h is equal -0.161. The system will have fastest response and no overshoot,,
and Fig. 67 shows their phase plane trajectories.
The switch line shifting angles are indicated In it. The chat-
tering phenomenon occuring in overdamped conditl i i clearly shown in Fig.
67.
The system frequency responses are also effected by error rate
feedbacks. The system has less overshoot at res \ frequency and fast
response in transient when it has optimized error s i edback. There is
no resonance, frequency when h-0.611 is used for feedback compensation. The
comparison of system frequency response Is shown in Fig. 68.
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3. Comparison of System Response by Using Various Filters Compensa-
tion;
Fig. 69 shows the comparison of system transient response with
various filter compensation,, The compensated systems all have less over-
shoot than uncompensated system with positive error feedback,, When proper
filter is used for compensation the system will have fastest response and
no overshoot. The system with Filter 1 compensation has such ideal res-
ponse.
The comparison of phase plane trajectories is shown in Fig. 70.
The chattering phenomenon will cc-cur if the filter rotates the switch line
angle too large or too small. The solid line indicates the trajectory of
natuial system with positive error rate feedback,, The trajectories of
system with Filter 1, compensation has shortest path to reach origin.
It has the fastest response compared to other filter compensation.
Fig. 71 shows the comparison of system frequency response by
using three different but typical filters for compensation. The system
with Filter 1 compensation has highest overshoot at resonance frequency.
The other two filter compensations also have higher overshoot than natural
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9. Conclusions and Recommendations
The transistorized relay servo controller has been design and got
good results by using a D, C. series motor in the experimental system.
It is concluded that:
1. The compact construction of design transitorized relay
servo controller should not only save materials cost but
s
more important
for system engineering reduce development cost and save space and weight.
2. Since transistorized relay does not have contact arcing
problem it will increase the relay servo system reliability. Even in high
altitudes it's still in normal operation condition,
3. The small dead zone in transistorized relay will increase
the system steady state accuracy.
4. The split field series motor, with its current squared tor-
que characteristic, provides an ideal method of driving a transistorized
relay operated servomechanism where fast response is required,
5. The series motor with its transistorized controller has been
tested by applying different A. C. voltages.
6. Optimum response to different size step displacement input
was obtain by error and negative error rate feedback.
7. By using filter compensation network,, the experimental
system can obtain optimum response.




By limiting of time, the author can not work farther by apply
controller in shunt motor and two phase servo motor. It is recommended
that
:
1. Further study be made of the transistorized controller to control
shunt (separate field) motor and two phase servo motor forming a relay
servo system.
2. Its extension to higher order system study is quite encouraging.
3. The transistorized flip-flop circuit can be used as switch in
relay servo, provide the system allowable for small limit circle but no
switch's dead zone.
4. Dual-Mode transistorized relay servo may be design for it fast
response characteristic. The feedback loop across the relay can make
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